Herbert Rowse  Armstrong,
Sir H. Curtis Bennett
must have gone elsewhere, and if he went elsewhere to buy his
arsenic why did he go elsewhere? " And you would have been in
grave danger of saying he went elsewhere so that the arsenic could
not be traced to him, because he wanted il, for the purpose of
poisoning his wife; and might you not have allowed that evidence?
And you know in your own minds the effect it would have had upon
you if the case had been put in that way, if this other white arsenic
had not been definitely found. You would have boon in very grave
danger of saying, " We are satisfied that ho bought that elsewhere
and not from Davies, and it1 ho did, of course, he must have
bought it somewhere else, because he had Rome ghastly motive
behind." That is the importance of the finding of this white
arsenic. That is the importance of it, because it may, as I say,
and as I ask you to say to-morrow by your verdict, it may well
nigh have saved this man's life.
It is the most dramatic thing which has happened in any case
of this sort within living memory, because one can imagine what
a terrible miscarriage, what a ghasl'ly miscarriage of justice might
have resulted; you quite honestly saying upon the evidence, as
you would have been entitled to,  " Well, the evidence all goes to
show that  he  never bought  white  arsenic;  what was  this little
packet doing upon him; where did he gut while arsenic; why was
it he went elsewhere to buy it? '*      You might have said, <f We
cannot believe this man upon his oath," and you might have con-
victed him because you could not believe him upon his oath.    If
you had, we now know your verdict would have boon a wrong one.
That is why I implore you, us far an 1 am entitled to, to weigh
every scrap of evidence in this case, weigh  it as carefully aa you
can, and remember that oven in those thingN which scorn strongest
against a man, sometimes there is nothing.      How do you think
I should have dealt with the case if that white arsenic had not been
found?     Gentlemen, if that white amrnios had not been found the
probability is, that you would have said to yourselves, " That is
the thing we cannot get over, how was ho in possession of that; he
did not buy it from Davies; if he did not buy it from Davies, as
he bought everything else from Davies,  ho must have bought it
somewhere else, and must have bought it for some sinister purpose.''
I cannot be too grave upon this matter.      You all appreciate
my anxiety to make it clear, and, after all, my anxiety is nothing
to what yours must be.      I have only to put. the case before you;
you have to determine it.     Does not that bit of evidence and what
might have happened throw a great flood of light Tipon the care
which has to be bestowed by juries upon evidence and not flay,
" We think this and we think that"?    There would have been
definite evidence; white arsenic found upon him.; definite evidence
that he never bought it in his local town; you would not have been
asked to deal with the case upon surmise, suspicion, or anything
else.    It would have been said there is a definite, clear-cut issue.
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